assume vivid astro focus Brings Roller Rink to Buenos Aires

Whether making over a Barney’s with Lady Gaga or exploring transsexuality in geometric psychedelic, assume vivid astro focus always seems to be up to something eye-catching — and now, for the second time, that something has taken the form of a roller rink. Reprising a project they first undertook in 2004 as a tribute to New York’s rollerdance community, the duo is bringing their disco-themed interactive installation to Argentina, for the 10th anniversary celebration of the Faena Hotel Buenos Aires, home to the Faena Arts Center. Dubbed “angeles veloces arcanos fugaces,” the project will also feature an appearance from comedienne and drag performer Lady Bunny.

“We have redefined the way we live in cities by building a strong community anchored in the fusion of art, recreation, nature, sustainable architecture and technology,” said hotel founder Alan Faena. “After 10 years, our relationship with the community is as lively as ever.” Here’s hoping the citizens of Buenos Aires are ready to bring some of that liveliness to the rink.”

— Anneliese Cooper (@DawnDavenport)